Complete genomes of three subtype 6t isolates and analysis of many novel hepatitis C virus variants within genotype 6.
In this study, the complete genomic sequence was determined for three hepatitis C virus variants (VT21, TV241 and TV249) of genotype 6 that do not classify within the established subtypes. All three genomes were isolated from patients in Vietnam and sequenced using 100 microl of serum. They showed 91.4-93.6% nucleotide similarities to each other but only 71.7-79.4% similarities to 17 reference sequences representing subtypes 6a-6q and to isolates km41 and gz52557. VT21, TV241 and TV249 displayed genome lengths of 9407, 9460 and 9445 nt, respectively. All three isolates contained a single open reading frame of 9051 nt while the 5'UTRs and 3'UTRs were 324-338 nt and 32-71 nt, respectively. They shared common sizes with QC227/6o and QC216/6p isolates in all ten protein regions. Phylogenetic analyses demonstrated that VT21, TV241 and TV249 clustered independently and were assigned subtype 6t, following the recent designations of 6r and 6s. Analysis of partial genomic sequences available for genotype 6 variants revealed five additional subtype 6t isolates, all originating from Vietnam. This analysis revealed two additional groups of isolates, and at least seven novel variants analogous to km41 and gz52557 that group independently and do not classify within the subtypes 6a-6t. This suggests the existence of at least 11 additional subtypes for genotype 6. In addition, the existence of isolates showing genetic distances greater than those within subtypes, but lesser than those between subtypes, raises interesting questions regarding the classification of HCV.